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The Statistica Sinica Special Invited Session (II)
December 19 (Monday), 10:50 - 11:40, HSS Center International Conference Hall
Chair: NgaiHang Chan

Dynamic Empirical Bayes Models and Their Applications to Finance
and Insurance
Tze Leung Lai
Department of Statistics, Stanford University, U.S.A.
Empirical Bayes (EB) modeling has a long and celebrated history in statistical theory and
                       ! 
framework for credibility theory. However, evolutionary credibility models, in which the
individual risk profiles evolve over time, have not used the EB framework but have relied on
        "#   $#  ! #  %#     
we propose a new dynamic EB modeling approach which provides flexible and computationally
efficient methods for the analysis and prediction of economic panel data. This dynamic EB
     #             &
complicated hidden Markov model by a considerably simpler generalized linear mixed model.
We apply dynamic EB modeling to provide a new approach to evolutionary credibility theory, to
 #  #   %%    !#   !!
batting averages studied by Efron and Morris and recently by Brown.
'*+-- /  #    # 7   &7 $; <   # =
19a1-Recent Advances in Analysis of Dependent Data
December 19 (Monday), 9:00 - 10:30, HSS 1st Conference Room
Organizer: Shu-Hui Yu
Chair: Shu-Hui Yu



Parametric and Nonparametric Analysis of Temporal Trend in Extreme
Values with Applications to Wind Storm Losses and Temperature Data
Nader Tajvidi
Mathematical Statistics, Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Lund Institute of Technology,
Sweden

$    # >           ?  &        #  
trends. For example, the potential influence of ’greenhouse’ effects may result in severe storms
!  & # @   ?      &   %  
One approach to evaluating these possibilities is to fit, to data, a parametric model for temporal
parameter variation, as well as a model describing the marginal distribution of data at any given
198
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point in time. In this talk we discuss some parametric trend models and illustrate the methods by
application to a dataset on windstorm losses in south of Sweden. We shall also discuss difficulties
%     #      A  !&  %   
severity and maximum temperature, we suggest a nonparametric approach to estimating temporal
%#    ? # %&   
We illustrate the method through applications to time series where the marginal distributions are
 ?  &      ?  C D    & 
 !!  &  ## %     #  
  %  % %%      #  % %
width. In cases where both location and scale are estimated together, the Gaussian distribution is
shown to have special features that permit it to play a universal role as a ’nominal’ model for the
    ! JK  % %   PP Q +R
[Nader Tajvidi, Mathematical Statistics, Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Lund Institute of
*&?  VVXX- %; <  =
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Tuning Parameter Selection in High Dimensional Penalized Likelihood
Yingying Fan
Cheng Yong Tang
Information and Operations Management Department, Marshall School of Business,
University of Southern California, U.S.A.

How to appropriately select the tuning parameter is essential in regularized likelihood methods
for high dimensional data analysis. For this purpose, we first examine the generalized information
criterion (GIC) for generalized linear models when the dimensionality of covariates p increases
exponentially with sample size n. To ensure consistently identifying the true model, we find that
the penalty on the model complexity in GIC should diverge at the rate of some power of log(p)
depending on the tail probability behavior of the response variables. This reveals that using the AIC
or BIC to select the tuning parameter may not be able to consistently identify the true model. We
then propose to select the tuning parameter in the regularized likelihood methods by optimizing
the GIC with appropriate model complexity penalty. We show that the proposed approach for
tuning parameter selection consistently identifies the true model from the candidate models with
probability tending to 1. We confirm the performance of the proposed procedure by numerical
simulations and a gene expression data analysis.
[Yingying Fan, Information and Operations Management Department, Marshall School of Business,
7   &#   ] #  ;#& &< =
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A Note on Mean Squared Prediction Error under the Unit Root Model
with Deterministic Trend
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P _
Institute of Statistics, National University of Kaohsiung, Taiwan, R.O.C.
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these results is the negative moment bound for the minimum eigenvalue of the normalized Fisher
information matrix.
' P _  #   q 7   &#" ; < %=
19a2-Recent Advances in Statistical Model Selection
December 19 (Monday), 9:00 - 10:30, HSS 2nd Conference Room
Organizer: Ching-Kang Ing
Chair: Ching-Kang Ing

V

On Choosing the Size of Data Perturbation in Adaptive Model Selection
Hung Chen
Department of Mathematics, National Taiwan University, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Model selection procedures via penalization often use a fixed penalty, such as AIC and BIC, to
avoid choosing a model which fits a particular data set extremely well. As a correction for not
including the variability induced in model selection, generalized degrees of freedom (GDF) is
introduced in Ye (1998) as an estimate of model selection uncertainty that arise in using the same
data for both model selection and associated parameter estimation. Built upon generalized degrees
##  _JVXXVR   ? & &*  #C/`
 !  !& &  !J  R    !    
procedure. In this talk, we address how to select the size of perturbation through unbiased risk
estimate, Stein Lemma, and generalized derivative with variable selection in nested linear regression
models and wavelet thresholding. We also comment its connection with little bootstrap and tiny
bootstrap considered in Breiman (1992, 1995, and 1996).
'P]/  #A  q * %7   &;<   %=
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Adaptive Minimax Estimation with Sparse l q Constraints
Yuhong Yang
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, U.S.A.
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`         ! l 0 and l 1 norms on the coefficients have been used
for sparse modeling of the regression function. In this work, we identify the minimax rates of
convergence for regression estimation under l q constraints on the coefficients for 0 < q < 1 for both
random and fixed designs. Furthermore, our estimators based on model combination/selection are
%   &       % #X}q}~   
       #  * %   >   %  D        
Fuchang Gao.
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Model Selection Principles in Misspecified Models
Jinchi Lv
Jun S. Liu
University of Southern California, U.S.A.

A  ##        #   &
   &  ]   #   "!- ! 
divergence principle and the Bayesian principle, which lead to the Akaike information criterion and
Bayesian information criterion when models are correctly specified. Yet model misspecification
 !      % # &# &   # 
model selection in misspecified models that bridge the two wellknown principles. We derive novel
&  ? #  &      #   +  
%   % &  #    J ]  ). A specific form of SIC admits
       ? @    &
dimensionality, and a penalty on model misspecification directly. Numerical studies demonstrate
the advantage of the SIC methodology for model selection in both correctly specified and
misspecified models.
'K  -7   &#   ] #  ;>  < =
19a3-Interface Special Invited Session: Visualization
December 19 (Monday), 9:00 - 10:30, HSS Media Conference Room
Organizer: Juergen Symanzik
Chair: Thomas Mathew

^

Data Visualization and Its Interface to Statistical Models
$! `D 
Jacobs University Bremen, Germany
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The development and availability of efficient statistical software has also led to a wider distribution,
a wider use and a broader presence of both exploratory statistical graphics and sophisticated,
complex modelling approaches. However, there are only a few publications that link the two fields
   *        #   @  #  @         
cal modelling phase to yield practically significant results. On the other hand there are plenty of
? #$! @   !  #   ##       !   
in one identical regression model, that show that statistical modelling without a corresponding
visualization misses out on some fundamental features. It seems obvious that the one can’t be
reasonable performed without the other. Doing statistical modelling without a proper graphical
representation of data and model is risky and problematic. Exploring the data graphically without
the attempt to model them properly, usually falls short and leaves the analyst with isolated insights
and anecdotes. The systematic approach of modelling combined with the flexible use of exploratory
graphics combines the strengths of both fields and constitutes a powerful research tool. This talk
will illustrate this by providing an eclectic tour through the modelling process and illustrating the
potential applications of exploratory graphics in the various steps. We will focus on three main
 #    +        @ &@&
         #       @ &  #   
modelling process to enhance interpretation of the modelling parameters as well as comparing
between competing models.
'$! `D K!7   &  #P     
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Statistical Inference on Graphics
Heike Hofmann
Department of Statistics, Iowa State University, U.S.A.

Statistical graphics play a crucial role in exploratory data analysis, model checking and diagnosis.
Formal visual methods for determining statistical significance of findings. This changed, when
> 'VXX= &    # #   # #  D% 
take this one step further and compare the lineup protocol against classical statistical testing of
the significance of regression model parameters. A human subjects experiment is conducted using
simulated data to provide controlled conditions. Results suggest that the lineup protocol provides
 @     # & % #J7AR  #  & !  
%   7A  
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Visualizing High Dimensional Data: Applying Graph Theory to Data
Visualization
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Wayne Oldford
Department of Statistics & Actuarial Science, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada
In statistical data analysis, we are often looking for structure in high dimensional data. In three or
fewer dimensions, our visual system is an important asset, as much (even unanticipated) structure
can be recognized effortlessly when points can be plotted so few dimensions. Unfortunately, modern
    J  ?  # R# XX XXX# 
mensions. Even after formal dimension reduction methods have been applied, we are often faced
with many more dimensions than three. In this talk, I will explore some visualization methods
for high dimensional data. I will review and illustrate methods based on radial, parallel, and
orthogonal coordinates. These three axis systems have different strengths and weaknesses. In all
cases however, improvements may be had by casting the axis arrangement in a graph theoretic
framework. I will explore the relevant graph theoretic representations and illustrate their use on real
data sets (e.g. Frey image data). I will pay particular attention to the orthogonal axis system and
show how graph traversal can be used to meaningfully navigate through high dimensional space.
$# %   !# Q  +QC *   !>  
work with Catherine Hurley, NUI Maynooth (Ireland) and Adrian Waddell, Waterloo (Canada).
[Wayne Oldford, Department of Statistics & Actuarial Science, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
~  ]; %# <%  =
19a4-Time Series
December 19 (Monday), 9:00 - 10:30, AC 1st Conference Room
Organizer: Meihui Guo
Chair: Meihui Guo



On Recent Developments of Nonstationary and Long-Memory Time
Series
Ngai Hang Chan
Department of Statistics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

*     & #    #   & &
time series. The underlying theme of recent endeavour arises from the consideration of the order
of magnitude of the observed Fisher’s information number. By using a simple AR(1) model, the
 q*  %%  ! ##     &!   ! 
but important way. The talk concludes with the discussion of some of the recent results involving
negative moment bounds of the observed Fishers’ information number and their applications to
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[Ngai Hang Chan, Department of Statistics, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, NT, Hong
";< =
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Doubly Constrained Factor Models: Estimation and Applications
Henghsiu Tsai
Institute of Statistical Science, Academia Sinica, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Factor models have been widely used in recent years to improve the accuracy of forecasting when
many explanatory variables are available. However, the models often encounter the difficulties of
    + #           %#      #  
analysis to obtain a parsimonious factor model and propose likelihood ratio statistics to test the
@&##     Q  ?      
analysis. In an application, we show that the constrained factor analysis can provide a deeper
understanding of variations in monthly financial asset returns. We then extend the constrained
models to the doubly constrained factor models by incorporating external information on both rows
(e.g., subjects) and columns (e.g., variables) of a data matrix. Maximum likelihood estimates and
likelihood ratio statistics of the proposed models are derived. Finally, we consider the applications
#!&  #    # J*  >  % % ] D 
Cheng and Ruey S. Tsay).
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Model Selection for Integrated Autoregressive Processes of Infinite
Order
] "
Institute of Statistical Science, Academia Sinica, Taiwan, R.O.C.
] _  
Department of Economics, National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan, R.O.C.
P _
Institute of Statistics, National University of Kaohsiung, Taiwan, R.O.C.

We show that Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and its variants are asymptotically efficient in
integrated autoregressive processes of infinite order (AR(1)). This result, together with its stationary
counterpart established previously in the literature, ensures that AIC can ultimately achieve
prediction efficiency in an AR(1) process, without knowing the integration order.
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19a5-Advances in Computational Biology
December 19 (Monday), 9:00 - 10:30, AC 2nd Conference Room
Organizer: Shwu-Rong Grace Shieh
Chair: Shwu-Rong Grace Shieh



On Automated Flow Cytometric Data Analysis
Geoff McLachlan
Department of Mathematics and Institute for Molecular Bioscience, University of
Queensland, Brisbane, Australia

Flow cytometry is widely used for single cell interrogation of surface and intracellular protein
?   !&   #    & # #  >   D  
?      % J& VXXq$ XR      
`-$AJ`-%& % $  A     R#    
dimensional flow cytometric analysis. The FLAME procedure, which has been incorporated with
C  #    #   ?  #&  
asymmetric distributions in the form of the skew t   !    #&
cell populations in a flow cytometric sample. In our more recent work, we extend the component
distributions in FLAME to include skew t  ! %  &    # #
skewness. A program is given using the EM algorithm that is able to fit these models exactly
without need for Monte Carlo computation. It thus broadens the applications of flow cytometry to
new biological and clinical problems.
[Geoff McLachlan, Department of Mathematics and Institute for Molecular Bioscience, University
# !$  ;<@=
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Statistical Learning Based on Distributions of Oligonucleotides in DNA
Sequences
 !]
Theoretical Statistics & Mathematics Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, India

I will start with some examples from evolutionary biology to demonstrate how statistical analysis
#  ! #    /q$@    !  
discoveries. The problems considered can be formulated as statistical learning problems that may
be supervised, unsupervised or partially supervised in nature. The statistical analysis involves an
interesting variable selection problem. This motivated developing certain probabilistic models for
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Sequential Lasso for Feature Selection with Ultra-high Dimensional
Feature Space
Zehua Chen
Shan Luo
Department of Statistics and Applied Probability, National University of Singapore,
Singapore

D   @ -# #         
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Lasso will be reported.
']/  #   $  !!  &q 7   &#  
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19a6-Statistics in Finance
December 19 (Monday), 9:00 - 10:30, AC 3rd Conference Room
Organizer: Mike Ka Pui So
Chair: Wai-Sum Chan



Stable Mixture GARCH Models
A 
Swiss Banking Institute, University of Zurich, Switzerland

A new model class for univariate asset returns is proposed which involves the use of mixtures of
 !    !   & #      ? #  # 
selection. The model nests numerous ones currently in use, and is shown to outperform all its
   ?   # #  ?  # > 
`@ &  #    &#      
and other competitors. An improved method (in terms of speed and accuracy) is developed for
  #  !   &       !  
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straightforwardly extended to support portfolio selection using expected shortfall as the downside
risk measure by using an independent component analysis framework.
'A  %    7   &#  % + ; <!#
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Bayesian Analysis of Time-Varying Parameter Vector Autoregressive
Model with the Ordering of Variables
Toshiaki Watanabe
Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo, Japan

*        &                 K
& * !          %      #%  %
process, are estimated using a Bayesian method with MCMC. The recursive structure is assumed for
identification and the reversible jump MCMC is used for the ordering of variables. The empirical
     &    # K&  & &  
period from 1981 to 2008 and provides evidence that the introduction of zero interest rate policy
may have changed the order of variables.
'*  D !Vq"  *&  X^;% !<   >=
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Realized Stochastic Volatility with Leverage and Long Memory
Yasuhiro Omori
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

The daily return and the realized volatility are simultaneously modeled in the stochastic volatility
model with leverage and long memory. In addition to the stochastic volatility model with leverage
for the daily returns, ARFIMA process is jointly considered for the realized volatilities. Using a
state space representation of the model, we estimate parameters by Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods. Model comparison with similar realized stochastic volatility models with short memory is
conducted by computing the marginal likelihood.
'_ ~ ` &# 7   &#*&^P&"*&
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